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	Do you want to create mobile apps that run on multiple mobile platforms? With PhoneGap (Apache Cordova), you can put your existing development skills and HTML, CSS, and JavaScript knowledge to great use by creating mobile apps for cross-platform devices.


	"PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development Hotshot" covers the concepts necessary to let you create great apps for mobile devices. The book includes ten apps varying in difficulty that cover the gamut – productivity apps, games, and more - that are designed to help you learn how to use PhoneGap to create a great experience.


	"PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development Hotshot" covers the creation of ten apps, from their design to their completion, using the PhoneGap APIs. The book begins with the importance of localization and how HTML, CSS, and JavaScript interact to create the mobile app experience. The book then proceeds through mobile apps of various genres, including productivity apps, entertainment apps, and games. Each app covers specific items provided by PhoneGap that help make the mobile app experience better. This book covers the camera, geolocation, audio and video, and much more in order to help you create feature-rich mobile apps.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Explore localization and globalization tools.
	
		Interact with various social networks.
	
		Create, save, and retrieve user-created data.
	
		Learn about maps and geolocation.
	
		Interact with the camera and the photographs it creates.
	
		Work with playing and recording both audio and video.
	
		Create a fun, high-performance game.
	
		Integrate with custom plugins to extend the functionality of PhoneGap, including how to use native UI controls.
	
		Explore mobile app design patterns.
	
		Discover how to migrate a phone app to a tablet app.



	Approach


	This book is a step-by-step guide to creating a mobile app. Each chapter begins with the design of the user interface using wireframes, as well as the data models using various diagrams. After the design, the chapter moves on to the implementation of the app, describing each block of code, including how it works and why it is needed in the context of the project. At the end of each project, various suggestions are proposed to help extend or enhance the project in order to stimulate your creativity and programming skills.
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Raspberry Pi Image Processing Programming: Develop Real-Life Examples with Python, Pillow, and SciPyApress, 2017

	Write your own Digital Image Processing programs with the use of pillow, scipy.ndimage, and matplotlib in Python 3 with Raspberry Pi 3 as the hardware platform. This concise quick-start guide provides working code examples and exercises. Learn how to interface Raspberry Pi with various image sensors.
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The New Rules of Engagement: Life-Work Balance and Employee CommitmentChartered Institute, 2004
This book offers practical, down-to-earth solutions for developing a new psychological contract between employer and employee, leading to improved productivity, retention of key employees, attracting a better caliber of new employees, and more.

How many of your employees care enough about their work, or your organization, to do anything...
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Literate Programming (Center for the Study of Language and Information - Lecture Notes)Center for the Study of Language, 1992

	Computer programs arc fun to write, and well-written computer pro
	grams are fun to read. One of life's greatest pleasures can be the
	composition of a computer program that you know will be a pleasure
	for other people to read, and for yourself to read.


	Computer programs can also do useful work. One of life's greatest...
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CCNP: Complete Study Guide (642-801, 642-811, 642-821, 642-831)Sybex, 2005
The Most Comprehensive and Current CCNP Self-Study Solution on the Market!
    Here's the comprehensive and economical self-study solution that will provide you with the knowledge and skills needed to approach the CCNP exams with confidence. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's...
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Syndicating Web Sites with RSS Feeds For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Get your site noticed and bring your visitors back
Market your business, promote your blog, and make RSS work for you     

In the beginning was the Internet, and then there was too much e-mail. Now there's RSS, a win-win solution for both Web sites and their visitors, and this book is your ticket to jump on the bandwagon! It helps you...
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Ultrafast All-Optical Signal Processing DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Semiconductor-based Ultra-Fast All-Optical Signal Processing Devices –a key technology for the next generation of ultrahigh bandwidth optical communication systems!    

    The introduction of ultra-fast communication systems based on all-optical signal processing is considered to be one of the most promising ways...
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